Designing a
J

Do you want to start a business?
Then, follow this guide!

NATIONAL EMPLOYMENT FUND~
~n em,foyment instrument at your service 1
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a business is not an easy adventure for everyone. 11

requires a lot of sacrifices, but also qualities that make of the
person desiring to initiate a business, a good entrepreneur.
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1- To help you in decision making when you want to set up an enterprise;
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Once vou have a frank opinion of yourself, Vou should compare your
profile with that of a successful entrepreneur who:
• Is tenacious, persevering
hope of success;

You need to know yourself thoroughly and be sure that vou have ail the
qualities of a good entrepreneur. This can be done through self-assessment, assessment by a third party or by personality tests.

and patient as long as there is

• has a high convincing capacity: Mastery of arguments, as
weil as their presentation in order to convince others;

You should draw up your personality balance sheet, notably by assessing
the tollowing points:
Background:
Your skills, your qualifications, your knowledge and knowhow. These are objective tacts that may or may not emerge trom your
academic record, and from ail sorts of accumulated experience.
Strengths: positive aspects that underpin your personality such as tenacity, perseverance, patience, love of challenge, hard work, perfectionism,
availability, etc.
Weakne •• es: negative aspects that undermine your personality. They
are often repressed and are generally detected by third p~rties. You have
to identity and deal with them.
You can do psychological
self.

tests to complete

this overview

of your-

• has the spirit of initiative:

is imaginative;

• has a sense of judgment:
can recognize his Iimits;

is forward-Iooking and objective,

• has a good ability to anticipate:
reacts positively;

reads the trends quickly and
.

• has proper knowledge
of the trade: especially the main
profession under which the activity to be carried out falls;
• has decision-making
skills: has the spirit to discern and does
not waver between positions;
• is opportunistic:

knows how to take advantage of situations.

Without being exhaustive, this is what Vou should strive to become.
These tests are available at the National Employment Fund, do find
out. Nevertheless,
vou should know thatyour
commitment
and
benef ln your project are the key elements of success.

Now compare your profile (background, strengths, and weaknesses) with
the above qualities (the table below or positioning sheet can be of help).

Positioning sheet
Based on the profile of the entrepreneur below, fill in the box "background
and strengths" if you have these skiIls, or the box "weaknesses" if you don't
have them.
Background
strengths

--------

----- .,
-

Aptitudes of a successful
entrepreneur

Positioning and
agreement

• Tenacity

•

Perseverance

•

Patience

•

Love of challenge

• Love of professional
autonomy

BALANCE
SHEET

• Sense of judgment
Ability to anticipate

• Proper knowledge of the
trade

•

Decision-making

There are various sources of project ideas. These include:
• Insight and a sense of observation by anticipating the market
needs, or the transformation of an existing activity which is poorly
or less exploited. For instance, a newly created neighbourhood will
need many businesses.

• Outsourcing.

• Spirit of initiative

•

T e step that follows positioning is getting a project idea, or knowing exactIy hat you want to do.

• Importation-substitution
or replacement of imported products by
local production of quality low cost goods. ln this case, check the
balance of trade or balance of payments.

• Ability to con vince others

Weaknesses

-..
--
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3- Have a project idect

• Desk research, including guides on project ideas, produced by
specialized structures ("50Q project ideas" produced by NEF), or
economic literature prepared by the 'Chambertof Commerce,
Industry and Mines alongside sector specifie studies.
• Exploitation of inventions and discovefies of research centres.
• Unexploited Patents or those that now fall under the public realm
(See the African Intellectual Property Organization, AIPO).
• Research dissertations of students from higher schools.

skills

• Opportunistic

Your ranking should en able you to consolidate your strengths and take
resolutions to address and 1 or reduce your weaknesses.
If thè results are positive, then you can continue with the following steps.
If the results are negative, that is, you only have a few key qualities of
the entrepreneur, you should stop because it is very likely that you are
moving towards failure.

• Trade fairs and exhibitions.
• Specialized newspapers that publish company takeover bids or
dut Y free transactions.
• Conversations (pay attention to public or private conversations
that may reveal project ideas).
Etc.

ln any case, once the idea is clear, after proper harmonisation of your ersonality and your idea, you've got to act efficiently, rapidly and quietl in
order to prevent othe'rs from exploiting your idea,
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This entails making a quick analysis of the basic elements that determine
the viability of the project This involves finding suitable answers to the
questions below:

J
1E

BUSINESS
PLANis an aUractive

and organised

document,

that

demonstrates the profitability or unprofitability of a project

• Are you really motivated to carry out this activity?

It is used by the promoter, investors (shareholders) and funding partners for

• Is there a market for the products or services you intend to
produce? And how will these products or services be distributed?

decision making.

• Have you identified the sources of quality
materials needed in your enterprise?

Thé business plan is a structured and coherent presentation of the different
aspects of the project, in 8 major chapters including:

• Is there a known and suitable technology
earmarked goods or services?

and quantity

for the production

raw
of

1 - Context and justification
They entail presenting in a precise and concise manner, the environment in

• Do the prevailing rules and regulations favour the development
of this activity? Do you have ail the information on this aspect?

which the project will be realised and the motives behind its implementation.

• Do the habits and customs of the targeted population fall in line
with the project activity?

2 - Presentation of the promoter
This involves presenting the promoter (individual or group of individuals)

This analysis is ca lied the PRE-FEASIBILITY STUDY, It addresses some
parts of the business plan. Carrying out the pre-feasibility study prevents
you from wasting time and money on a major feasibility study.
If this step is positive, you can continue, otherwise stop and find a
better project idea.
Depending on the project, the pre-feasibility study may be limited to one or
two aspects. This may concern only verifying the existence of a market or
raw materials. This is called the OPPORTUNITY STUDY.

while insisting on the strong points that speak in favour of the proper conduct of the project, especially the management, operational and social
aspects.
Notably:
• Highlight the strengths and achievements in relation to the activity.
• Highlight the synergy between the individual members if it is a
group (affectio societatis).

3 - Study of the localization of the project
This part presents arguments that motivate the choice of the exact site of
the activity. ln choosing the project site several factors should be taken i to
account including the market, the environ ment, availability of raw materials,
infrastructures (accessibility, water, electricity), human resources and their
costs, means of distribution.
At this stage, a comparative study should be made between the favourable
aspects and the unfavourable aspects. For example, the remoteness of raw
materials may be compensated by the combination of proximity to the market, availability of power and labour. The localization of an activity may also
be conditioned by the habits and customs of the target population. For
instance, it will be inconceivable to set up a piggery enterprise in a Moslem district.
4 - Market survey
It has three objectives:
• To determine the market share -of the project
• To develop the production plan
• To estimate the forecast turnover.
To
•
•
•
•
•

realise these objectives, we should proceed as follows:
Define in details the products or services of the initiative;
Estimate the existing global demand of these products or services;
Determine the existing supply of these products or services (competition);
Compare the global demand to the existing supply;
Calculate the potential available market share, before determining
the market share to be taken by your enterprise;
• Study marketing opportunities that can be exploited;
• List the marketing means that may be used for a better penetration into
the market;
• Make an assessment of the costs of the products or services with respect
to the competition. These costs will be reassessed later on when ail
production /service expenses would have been specified, in the financial
feasibility study;
Calculate the market share of your activity or the potential market penetration rate;

Turnover

table (TO)

Total turnover of Year 1, Year 2, etc ...
(Quantity in the first year x Priee in first year

= Quantity x Priee

= Turnover

in first year, and sa on)

5 - Technical feasibility study
.
Depending on the earmarked products or services on the production table,
the technical study shall involve:
• Making technological choices corresponding to a weil .detern:ine? and
adapted production process, that should be described ln detall, wlth the
help of a specialist.
.
• Making choiees that are adapted to the corresponding equipments, wlth a
detailed description.
.'
• A description of the implantation of these equipments ln the production
or service unit.
• A study of the human resources needed, na~~ly the pro;i1es.and number
of staff required for the project as weil as training needs. ThiS study does
. not only concern the technical staff, but ail the staff and how the staff
will be organized in view of production.
6 - Financial feasibility
This study assesses:

study

a. The cost of the project that comprises:
. .
_ preoperative expenses (establishment expenses of the enterpnse.
patent, Trade register, other initial expe~ses),
_ the cost of facilities, amenities and equlpments,
_ as weil as working capital needs.
b The financing
plan that indicates the sources and conditions of
fi~ancing of the project. The table below gives you an idea of the
financing

plan:

Deslgning

Description
of item

1

Preoperative
expenses
Amenltles
Installations
Equipment
Working
capital

the business

Amount Shareh
olders'
equity
x

1

1

Bank

FINANCING
Loans
Other
Financlng Loans
Loans sources
owed
and
Instltutopart-I owedto
grants
tions
ners i suppllers

x
x

x
x
x
x

.Designing

plan
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x
1

X

x

X

1

X

x

;

c. Project expenses. The different expenses are as' follows:
• Purchase of raw materials and supplies;
• Transportation;
• External services (that are various services received from other
enterprises such as consultations, training of staff ... );
• Taxes and duties;
• Other expenses (such as sundry expenses including gifts, remuneration
of administration ... );
• Personnel expenses (wages, social security contributions);
• Financial ex penses and assimilated expenses (interests on loans and
bank charges);
• Depreciation expenses;
• Provision.
You should determine:
• the cost price of raw materials,
• the manufacturing or production costs, while distinguishing between
direct costs related to the production and indirect costs,
• Distribution costs shared into direct and indirect costs,
• Adding up ail these costs will give you the cost of production of
the product(s).
Cost of production

=

Total expenses over a period of time "t"
.
.
Number of products produced over the same penod of time "t"

It is at this level that we can determine the real and final price of the
products or services based on the cost of production (Always strive to
be cheaper than the competition or be at the same price level).

the business

-

plan

If your unit cost of production is far below the price charged by competitors, then you will certainly make a profit.
If this is not 50, it will be necessary to review the options and other parameters of the project that can allow you to reduce the cost of production of
the product(s) considered.
NB: Be realistic and do not look for this reduction at ail cost.
Seek help from a specialist.
7 - Profitability
This is determined using the forecast income statement, that includes:
(i) the forecast turnover over a period of 3 to 5 years.
(ii) the forecast operating expenses over a period of 3 to 5 years.
The difference (i) - (ii) determines the operating results of the project (that can be a profit if (i) is higher than (ii), or a loss if (i) is lower
than (ii).
From this result, the profitability of the project is analyzed using the following indicators:
a) The net profit (what remains in your hand after paying ail expenses).
b) The cash - f10w (result + depreciation + provisions). This is the
measurement of the liquidity of the enterprise.
c) The break-even point (the level of turnover above which the activity
becomes profitable).
d) The internai rate of returns (IRR: When this rate is compared to the
interest rate on loans, we obtain the profit margin of the project).
e) The payback period (the time to recover the invested capital).
f) The cash flow statement (this statement indicates whether or not the
project will meet its commitments and generate a margin).
Note that for small-sized projects, it is not necessary to examine ail
these indicators. The income statement and the cash - flow statement
will be sufficient

to take a decision.

8 - Conclusion
This entails giving a rea'soned opinion to the promoter and his/her partners
to set up the intended enterprise or not.
Executing a "business plan" requires particular skills. We hereby
advice you to seek the help of experts in case of need.
The Employment Counsel/ors of the National Employment Fund are at
your disposai for this purpose.

FUNOING

ORGANISATION

NATIONALEMPLOYMENT
FUND

A

TYPE OF SUPPORT

·

P.O. BOX 10079 Yaoundé

·

Tel: 22.22.5181
22.23.53.40
Ministry of Employment and
Vocational Training (MINEFOP)

PIAASI

Ministry of Youth Affairs (MINJEUN)

PAJER-U

the business plan and proving that the project is
viable, and once you have ta ken the decision to realise the project, the next
stage is seeking for funding.

ADDRESS

FTER DRAWING UP

Ministry of Youth Affairs (MINJEUN)

PIFMAS

Ministry of Smail and Medium-sized
enterprises, Social Economy
(MINPMEESA)

PAOC

At this level, it is important to refer to the financing plan provided in the
business plan. Indeed, the fundraising stage starts during the designing of
the business plan.
Fundraising does not only depend on the profitability of the project, but
especially, on your dynamism, and your capacity to negotiate with and
convince others.
This stage is critical in the creation of your enterprise. It is at this point that
the qualities mentioned under the "the prerequisites" come into play.
Below is a list of some sources of funding and funding organisations
Cameroon.

in

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural
Development (MINADER)

PIAJA

Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries
Animal Industries (MINEPIA)

PIJE

HNE

P.O. BOX 2373 Douala
Tel: 33.42.31.03

ISLAMIC OEVELOPMENT BANK
(IS06)
AGRO PME

P.O. BOX 423 SNIS SIC
Tel: 22.23.34.99
P.O. BOX 10087 Yaoundé
Tel: 22.22.16.57

ASSOCIATION FRANÇAISE
DES VOLONTAIRES DU
PROGRES
ASAFE

P.O. BOX 1616 Yaoundé
Tel: 22.22.17.96

P.O. BOX 5213 Douala
Tel: 33.42.29.70

AFRICAN OEVELOPMENT
FOUNDATION (AOF)

·
··

P.O. BOX 11179 Yaoundé
Tel: 22.22.51.61
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ORGANISATION

SUPPORTTO GRASSROOT
PRODUCTIVEINITIATIVES

ADDRESS

P.O. BOX 46 Yaoundé
Tel: 22.22.00.15

TYPE OF ASSISTANCE

·

Funding

(AlPS)
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTIONSOf
EMBASSIES
DEVELOPMENTSUPPORT
PROGRAMMEOF THE
GERMANEMBASSY

P.O. BOX 1160 Yaoundé
Tel: 22.21.00.56

GATSBY CHARITABLE
FOUNDATION

Tel: 33.43.32.39

(Douala)

INA DES

Tél: 22.21.15.51

(Yaoundé)

HELVETAS

Tel: 22.36.17.30

(Bamenda)

ORGANISATION
CANADIENNEPOURLA
SOLIDARITÉET LE
DÈVELOPPEMENT
(OCSD)

Tel: 22.2914.59

CARE CAMEROON

Tel: 22.21.20.54

GRET

P.O. BOX 5288 Yaoundé)
Tel: 22.20.96.67

CENTREFORTHECREATION
oFENTERPRISES.YAOUNDÉ

P.O. BOX 572 Yaoundé
Tel: 22.20.34.35

SOWEDA

P.O. Box 336 Buea
Tél:33.32.26.22

AI PB

P.O. BOX: 46 Yaoundé
Tel: 22.22.00.15

FEC

P.O. BOX: 5213 Douala
T-square: 33.42.29.70

INADES

Tel: 22.21.17.48

(Yaoundé)

APICA

Tel: 33.43.17.30

(Douala)
(Yaoundé)

(Maroua)

(Yaoundé)

··
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·

·
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·
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··
··
··
·
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Funding
Technical guidance
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Funding
Technical guidance
Technical guidance
Technical guidance

Funding
Technical Guidance
Funding
Technical guidance
Funding
Technical guidance
Funding
Technical guidance
Funding
Funding
Technical guidance
Technical Assistance
Technical Assistance

DED

Tel: 22.21.30.40

SNV

Tél: 22.20.27.72

SUPPORTFuNDS FORTHE
PRoMoTION OF INVENTION
AND INNOVATION

Tel: 22.20.57.14

(Yaoundé)

AIPB

Tel: 22.22.00.15

(Yaoundé)

·

Funding

FCIL

Tel: 22.20.21.48

(Yaoundé)

·

Funding

BE1.GO- lAMERooNIAN
CREDfTL8'Œ

Tel: 22.23.23.60

(Yaoundé)

·

FundinJj

MICROINTERVENTION
PRoGRAMME

Tel: 22.20.05.19

(Yaoundé)

CRS

Tel: 22.20.30.39

(Yaoundé)

ASPA

P.O. BOX: 1616 Yaoundé

··
··
·

Technical Assistance
Funding
Technical Assistance
Feasibilily studies

Funding
Technical Guidance
Funding
Technical Guidance
Technical Assistance

